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This Progress Report covering the period of December 1,1992 to June
1,1993 presents the development of an analytical solution to the heavy
ion transport equation in terms of Green's function formalism. The mathe-
matical development results are recasted into a highly efficient computer
code for space applications. The efficency of this algorithm is accom-
plished by a nonperturbative technique of extending the Green's function
over the solution domain. The code may also be applied to accelerator
boundary conditions to allow code validation in laboratory experiments.
Results from the isotopic version of the code with 59 isotopes present
for a single layer target material, for the case of an Iron beam
projectile at 600 MeV/nucleon in water is presented. A listing of the
single layer isotopic version of the code is included.
IN3IRODUCTION
Future NASA missions will be limited by exposure to space radiations
unless adequate shielding is provided to protect men and equipments
from such radiations. Adequate methods required to estimate the damage
caused by such radiations behind various shlelds can be evaluated prior
to commitment to such missions.
From the inception of the Langley Research Center heavy ion (HZE)
shielding program (refs. 1-3), there has been a continued, close relation-
ship between code development and laboratory experiment (ref. 3). Indeed,
the current research goal is to provide computationally efficient high
charge and energy ion (HZE) transport codes which can be va]_dated with
laboratory experiments and subsquently applied to space engineering design.
In practice, two streams of code development have prevailed due to the
strong energy dependence of necessary atomlclmolecular cross sections and
the near slngular nature of the laboratory beam boundary conditions (refs.
4-6). The atomlc/molecular cross section dependence is adequately dealt
with by using the methods of Wilson and Lamkin (ref. 7), allowing effici-
ent numerlcal procedures to be developed for space radiations (refs.
6,8-10). Although these codes could concelvably be applled to the labo-
ratory valldatlon, methods to control truncation and dlscretlzatlon errors
would bear little resemblance to the space radiation codes attempting to be
valldated. Clearly, a radlcal reorlentatlon is required to achieve the
validatlon goals of the current NASA space radiation shlelding program,
and such an approach is the main thrust of this research and is briefly
described below.
A useful technique in space radiation shielding is the use of the impulse
response Green's function (refs. ll,12}, which satisfies the Boltzman
equation of the form
where Gjm reduces to a monoenergetic unidirectional function at the bound-
ary, Sj(E) is the stopping power, _ is the total cross section, and_k
is the inclusive differential cross section. /Ln arbitrary solution to the
Boltzman equation within a closed convex region can be written as
x _m(E', d', _)d_'dE'dl _ (2)
where fm(E',_',_) is the incident flux at the boundary (ref. ii). Since
transport problem is formulated in terms of a single Green's function
algorithm, the validation of the Green's function in the laboratory
meets the objective of having a space validated code. Since there is
hope of a Green's function based on an analytical solution of the
Boltzmann equation (ref. 13), the resulting evaluation of the shield
properties should be computationally efficient.
The first step in this process is to develop an equivalent Green's
function algorithm in one dimension to match the current capability
in space radiation transport calculation (refs. 6,14). The algorithm
is based on the clo_ed form solution to the one dimensional equation
)=__Ej_ /ajk (E,E')Gkm (EI, Eo, z)dE t (3)
for a monoenergetic bean at the boundary, The probaltty of validation
20
for Ne beams of this algorithm (with multiple scattering corrections)
has already shown good correlation (refs. 5,15), but improvements in
the nuclear data base are required for achieving higher correlations
with experiment. If considerations are restricted to multiple charged
ions then the right hand side of equation (3) can be further reduced to
(4)
k
for which a solution is presented below.
APPROXIMATE GREENS'S FUNCTION
Equation (4) can be simplified by transforming the energy into the
the residual range as
f0 Erj "- dES/Sj(E ') (,)
and defining new field variables as
(B)
(7)
so that equation (4) becomes
' rj,rm)ax Orj + _J _jm(x, '
(s)
with boundary condition
Ojm(O,rj r') = 6jm_(rj - r')
and
(o)
._0 °°_j(_,rj) _ ' ' '= Ojm(Z, rj,rm)fm(rm)drm 110)
m
The solution to equation (8) may be written as
OJm(X'rJ 'rtm) ----E Gli) ix r/m) (11)Yjm" ,rj,
t
where zeroth order term of equation (11) is
(;}°)m(Z, rj,rlm) = y(j) 6jm 6(x ÷ rj -- rtm) (12)
and the first order term of equation (ll) is
(;_l)m(Z, rj,rlm) _ vj aim g(j,m) (13)
X(_m- v_)
Vm -- -- Vm rj + x (14)
is zero unless
The second order terms of equation (11) are








(vm > _k> 5) 1
(vk> vm > vj)








(vm > vk > 5)
(vh > vm > 5)
(Vm > 5 > vk)
(tS)
The third order terms of equation (ii) are
ojk Okl otto g(J, k, t, m)
k,t rmt
and similarly for higher order terms.
are given by
(19)
In the above the g's of n arguments
g(i)= e-°_ = (20)
and
9(J_, J2,... J-, J-+ l)
Y(J|,Ja'"Jn-l'Jn) - g(Jt'Ja""Jn-l'Jn+1) (21)
oj.+l - oj,
In terms of above, the solution to equation (4) may be written as
0_(=) v.IR_l (,-',,,t)i+:c: {
m,t
- P,_IR_I C..)i} (22)
where
E ojj,ojtj_.. "°jr,_am 9(J, JtJ2 "" "in-2 ,m) (23)A(O
Jt J2"'J.-:
A(0 =
for i=1, the denominator of equation (23) is
A (1) -- x (vm _ 1) (24)
vj
and for I)i, the denominator becomes
v_1




In equation (22), Fm(E) is the integral flux at the boundary, and
is defined as
/2Fro(E) = fm(Et)dE ' 126)
Implementation of equation (22) can now be accomplished independent
of the character of the boundary values fm(E) and will give accurate
results for both space and laboratory applications.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Values of collision related fluxes for 3 depths of water target
for a mono-energetic beam of Iron projectile with 600 MeV/nucleon
are shown in figures 1 through 3 for both the perturbative and
nonperturbative Green's function methods for the direct comparison
of the two methods. The first three collision terms and the sum of
all collision terms of both theories at a depth of 5 cm of water
are shown in figure I.A through I.H. The differences in the spectral
shape is due to the simplification of the attenuation term in the
nonperturbative theory. The nonperturbation terms represnt the
average spectrum while perturbation theory retains the spectral shape.
Figures 2.A through 2.H and 3.A through 3.H are the corresponding
comparison of the two methods at depths of i0 and 15 cm of water.
Direct comparsions of figures 1 through 3 shows that the sequent@ Of
perturbation terms appear to be converging to a result similar to that of
nonperturbative result.
The main advantage of nonperturbative methods are in their
computational efficencies. The computational time required for the
nonperturbative code is about i0 minutes on VAX 4000 compared
to 15, 45, 90 minutes for the 1-st, 2-nd and 3-rd collision terms
of the perturbation solution.
Figures 4.A through 4.C show the corresponding differential LET
spectrum using the method of reference 16. The highest LET peak is due
to the primary beam and the ion fragments. The successive peaks below
iron are due ho low@r atomic weight fragments. Such LET spectra can
be compared to experimental measurments directly.
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Figure 1.A. 1-st term nonpertubation solutlon at a depth of 5 em o[ water







Figure I.B l'st t@rm. perturbation solution at a depth of 5 cm of water





Figure l.C. 2-nd term nonperturbatlon solution at a depth of 5 cm of water




Figure I.D. 2 =rid term perturbation solution at a depth of 5 cm of water





Figure I.E. 3-rd term honperturbatton solution at a depth of 5 cm of water




Figure 1.F. 3-_d term'_erturbation solution at a depth of 5 em of water






Figure l.q. AI_ terms honperturbatton solution at a depth of 5 cm of water








Figure I.II. All termd perturbation solution at a depth of 5 cm of water





Figure 2.A. IZ_t ter_inonperturbation solution at a depth of 10 cm of water





Figure 2.B. 1-st term _erturbation solution at a depth of 10 cm of water





Figure 2.C. 2-rid term fionperturbatton solution at a depth of I0 cm of water






Figure 2.D. 2-rid term Oerturbatton 8olution at a depth of 10 cm of water




Figure 2.E. 3-rd term perturbation solution at a depth of 10 cm of water
for a 600 HeV/nucleon Iron projectile.
O. 00046
O. 000_0
Figure 2.F. 3-fd ter_perturbatton solution at a depth of 10 cm of water







Figure 2.g. All Lerm_ honperturbatlon solution at a depth o[ I0 em of water






Figure 2.H. All term_ perturbation solution at a depth of 10 cm of water





Figure 3.h. 1-bt term fionperturbatton solution for a depth ofJ5 em of water





Figure 3.B. 1-at term perturbation solutioh for a depth of i5 em of water
for a 600 HeV/nueleon Iron projectile.
o. ooo0
o° 0004
Figure 3.C. 2-rid term nonperturbation 801utton for _ depth of 15 em of water
for a GO0 HeY/nucleon Iron projectile.
O. 0002
Flgure 3.P. 2-nd term perturbatlon solution for a depth of 15 cm of water
for a 600 HeV/nucleon Iron proJectlle.
o. o0o_o
O. O00iS
Figure 3.E. 3-rd term _onperturbatlon solution for a depth of 15 cm of water
for a 600 MeV/nucleon Iron projectile.
,0. O004S
O. 000_0
Figure 3.F. 3-rd tern_p_rturbatton solution for a depth of 15 em of water





Figure 3.G. All term_ nbnperturbation solution for a depth of 15 em of water






Figure 3.H. All terms pbrturbatton 8olutton for a depth of 15 cm of water
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pROJECTILE IS IRON 26,56 WITll AN INDEX OF



















PRINT *, VALUE OF IERS
STOP





































































































THIS SUB_OUTtHR GEHERATES THE SCALED FLUX
AND THE CORRESPOHDING INTEGRAL VALUES _O_
DATA z_,AP,_O,SIG,SQ2PI/26.,56.,600.,[.5,2-5066/






















































































IF(X.EQ.O.)PRINT *," AF,ZF,SIGP,SIGF, FRAG" ',AF,ZF,SIGP,SIGF,FRAGZ







FUNCTION GPER02 EVALUATES THE SECOND TERH IN PERTURBATION
SERIES. THE SOLUTION IS ENERGY INDEPENDENT X SECTIONS
AND IGNORES THE MOMENTUM SPREAD CAUSED BY FRAGMENTATION.


























IF(NUK.GT.HUP) GO TO 66













IF(XJU.GT. xJl) XJU= XJI
IF(XJU.GT.XJ2} XJU =XJ2
80 CONTINUE











IF(XKU.LT.ZERO} GO TO 96
IF{XJU.LT.ZERO) GO TO 96
IF{XML.LT.ZERO} GO TO 96
IF(XKL.LT.ZERO) GO TO 96






















FUNCTION GPER03 IS AN APPROXIMATE EVALUATION OF THIRD COLLISION TERM
OF THE PERTURBATION SERIES. X-SECTIONS ARE CONSTANT AND THE BEAM IS
HONOENERGETIC. USE IT AS RECUIRED TIL SOME THING BETTER





























































































































IF(NLAY.NE.NOLD) GO TO 80
30 IE--l
38 IF{IE.GT.NEI) GO TO 3S
ETI_ET(IE)
IF(E.LT.ETI} GO TO 39
IE--IE+l
GO TO 38












IF(_LAY.ME-NOLD) CO TO 90
40 IS-I
43 IF(E.LT.ET(tE).OS.IE.GT-NEI) GO TO 44
IE=IE_I
GO TO 43





























PRINT*,' TS FOR ',NN,' ELEMENTS OF CHARGE ',(ZZ(I),I'|,NN)
IF(IJ.NE.IJTST) CO TO 997
IF(NN.NE.NAT) GO TO 997
DO 995 JJN=I,NN
IF(AA(JJN).NE.ATRG(JJN)) GO TO 997
IF(ZZ(JJN).NE.ZTRG(JJN)) GO TO 997
IF(DD(JJN).NE.DENSTRG(JJN)) GO TO 997
995 CONTINUE
C
PRINT *,' MATERIAL FOR TS ',NLAY," FOUND ON NUCLEAR FILE '
-,' THERE ARE ',HAT,' ELEMENTS OF CHARGES ,,(ZTRG(1),I-I,NAT)
GO TO 996
994 CONTINUE





























































































































































































































































IF(I.GT.J) GO TO 200








































































FUNCTION RHAT GENERATES THE RANGE, ENERGY,
ARBITRARY IONS IN TARGET. E IS ION ENERGY






























RANGE INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION OF RT(ET,ZT)
10
2O





EL'ALOC(00  T,|S,ZT, 0,RT IO ,IpZ,EL,Z,  AT,IE )CALL IBI(60
IF(IER.NE.O.AND-IE_.NE'-3) THEN












































STOPPING POWER INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION OF ST{ET,ZT]
ENTRY SMAT
N_2

























































I_( .GT ) GO TO Oo
EL_ALOG(,OI 1CALL SUTPA_ _0wI5,ET,ZT,G0rST,IENDSW,ENDX1,ENDXN,ENDY1,ENDYN,
_ ENDXYF|.,I,EL,ZwIWrVALrWKpIER)
IF(IER.NE.O) TIIEN
PRINT *,' SUTPAR IN HODULE RHAT FAILED WITH ERRORf°,IER
STOP
END IF
CALL 10NI(|5,15,ZT, I,ENDXI,IOR,Z,RVAL, IP3,1ER)
IF(IER.NE.O.AND.IER.NE.-4) THEN





































































PRINT *,° IUNI IN MODULE RMAT FAILED WITH ERROE=°,I ER
STOP
END IF
CALL IUNI(15,15,gT, I,ENDXI,IOR,Z,RVAL, IP3,IER)
IF(IER.NE.0.AND.IER.NE.-4) THEN




























190 READ (1OI,160,END=i70) DDNN'NN'AA'ZZ'DD'RT'ST'ET
PRINT 160,DDNN,NN,AA,ZZ,DD





IF(NN.NE.NAT) GO TO 190
DO 190 I-IwNN
IF(I.GT.NAT) GO TO ]90
IF(AA(1).NE.ATRG(I)) GO TO 190
IF(ZZ(1).NE.ZTRG(I)) GO TO 190











_RI_T _' H_T_IAL FOR _MAT ',_LAY,' _OUND ON ATOMIC FILE '
It' THE_E ARE ',NAT,' ELEMENTS OF CHARGES ',(ZTRG(I),I=I, NAT)
GO TO 200
170 CONTINUE
























PRINT *,' MATERIAL FOR RMAT ',NLAY,' PLACED ON NEWRMAT FILE'






















FUNCTION RTIS GENERATES THE RANGE, ENERGY, AND LET ARRAYS FOR



























RANGE INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION OF RT{ET,ZT)
N--I
IF(NOLD.EQ.0) GO TO 150
I0 CONTINUE
RTI S--0 •
IF ELE IRETUR.IF(E.GT. }GO TO 20
EL--ALOG (O. 01 )
CALL IBI(60,ET, 15,ZT,GO,RT,IOR,IPI,EL,Z,RTIS,IER)
IF(IER.NE.O.AMD-IER-NE'-3) THEN
















IF( IER.NE. O. AND. IER.NE'-3 } THEN




IF( IER.NE. O.AND. IER. NE--3 ) THEN
























STOPPING POWER INTERPOLATION/EXTRAPOLATION OF ST(ET,ZT}
EHT_¥ STIS
N=2




IF(E.GT._OAI_O TO 50EL_ALOG( •
CALL IBI(60,ET,|5,ZT,60,ST,IOR,IP|,_L,Z,RTIS,IER)
IF(IER.NE.0.AND.IERoNE.-3} THEN








































































































R--ALOG (Z * Z *RL/A )
DO 130 I-1,15
CALL IUNI(GOrGO,RT(IwlI,__ET,IOR'R'ROFZ(I)'IP3'IER)IF( IER.NE. O. AND. IER. NE. THEN




















PRINT _,' IUNI IN MODULE RTIS FAILED WITH ERROR=', IER
STOP
END IF
CALL IUNI{|5,|5,ZT, I,EHDXI,IOR,Z,RVAL, IP3,IER}
IF{IER.NE.O.AND.IER.NE.-4) THEN





























190 READ (IOI,160,END=ITO) DDNN'NN'AA'ZZ'DD'RT'ST'ET
PRINT 160,DDNN,NN,AA,ZZ,DD




IF(NN.HE.NAT) GO TO 190
190
DO 180 I=I,NN
IF{I.GT.HAT) GO TO 190
IF{AA(I).NE.ATRG{Ii) GO TO 190








b_tNT ,_, MAT**tAb _o_ _Tt_ +_SL^Y,' _OVND ON ATOHIC _ILE 'j_ THERE ARE ',NAT, ELEHENT_ OP CRkRCES ,,(ZTRG(1),I-I,NAT)
GO TO 200
170 CONTINUE




























PRINT *r' NATERIAL FOR NTIS ',NLAYw' PLACED ON NEWRTIS FILE'




























































































IFI_OLD.HE.NLA¥) GO TO iO0
CONVERT T IN MEV TO E IN KEV
10 E-IOOO.*T
C
































ENERGY 1000< =E<'IO0000 KEV
ELSE
B2=(V/C)**2 IN ENERGY TERH
B2-I.-I./(I.+E/938300.)**2
















































SUBrOUTIne D_Sk_ CALCULATES THE 'ASYMPTOTIC' DENSITY eFFECT
OF TIle STOPPING POWER (CORRECTION TO BETHE-BLOCH FORMULA)
E IS THE _INETIC ENERGY OF PROJECTILE IN MEV/AHU
COMHON/TARGET/NLAY,XLAY,DN,NAT,ATRG(5},ZTRG(5),DENSTRG(5}
DATA NOLD/O/
RYDBERG CONSTANT RY AND ELECTRON REST MASS ENASS ARE IN EV
DATA Ry,ENASS,PHASS,AO,PI/i3.6,.5||E6,938.3,5.2928E-9,3.|4|59265/











CALCULATE IONIZATION POTENTIAL DUE TO IONIZATION OF ALL
TARGET MATERIALS
RENEAN_ALOG OF ALL IONIZATION POTENTIALS













































































































































EPRH IS REDUCED ION ENERGY
EPRH-32.S3*A(I)*E/(ZI*Z(I)*(Al+A(I))*(ZI**(2./3.)_Z(I)**(2./3.))
-**.5)
REDUCED ION ENERGY EPRH <.O1
IF(EPRH.LT.O.O|) THEN
SN(I)-I.593*EPRH**.5


















































































































C FUNCTION CCOEF coNTAINS ZIEGLER STOPPING POWER COEFFICIENTS
C FOR ALPHA PARTICLES

















ARRAY ZB IS BASED ON
ZR-S,MO-S,AG-S,AU-S,PB-S,U-S
DATA _(CII,JI,I'I,9),J=I,18)/
















































































SUBROUTINE HGAUSS USES A GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE FORMULA TO





FUNC=NAME OF SUBROUTINE THAT GIVES INTEGRAND
FOFXeINTEGRAND
NUMBER_NUMBER O_ INTEGRALS BEING DONE
DIMENSION U(5},R(S},SUM(I},FOFX(I)
DO 10 LL=I,NUMBE _
lO SUM(LL) =0-0
IF(A.EQ.B} RETURN



















































C SUBROUTINE IUNI USES A I-ST OR 2-ND ORDER LAGRAHGIAH INTERPOLATION
C FOR A MONOVARIATE FUNCTION Y_F{X)
C







DELX-'-X (2 )-X (1 )
IF (IORDER .EQ, O) GO TO 10









JO DO 40 NT=I,NTAB
40 co_t_U_
RETU_
50 ZF (IPT .GT. -1) Go TO 65
IP (DELX .EQ O) GO TO 190
ir (_ .EQ. 2i Go TO 6S
vo 60 J=2,_HI
IF (DBLX * (X(d*|)-g(d))) 190,190,60
60 CONTINUE
6s IP {IPT .LT. 1) IPT=I
IF (IPT .CT. NH|) IPT=HHI
IN= SIGN (|.0,DELX *(X0-X(IPT)))
70 P- X(IPT) - XO
IF (P* (X(IPT *l)- X0)) 90,190,90
B0 IPT =IPT +IN
IF (IPT.GT.O .AND. IPT .LT. N} GO TO 70
IERR--4
IPT=IPT - tR





IF (IERR .mO. -4) IPT=IPTtlN
RETURN
120 IF (N .BQ. 2) GO TO 200
IF (IPT .EO- NHI) GO TO 140
IF (IPT .EO. I) GO TO 130












IF {IER_ .eO. -4i IPTfIPT # IN
meTUmN




























SUMROUTIN_ ISI USES A I-ST OR 2-hV ORDER LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION
_Ofl A 81VAflIATR _UNCTIO_ _P(X_)











r F ( IORDI_R ( 1 ). 141_. 1. AND. IORDER ( 1 ) • NE. 2 )RETURN
IF( IORDER(2) .NE. |.AND. IORDER(2) .NE. 2)RETURN
IERR-,-2
IF(NX- I. LT. IORDER( I ))RETURN






































FUNCTION QxzI14 C.ECKS TO SEE IF
TAKEN FROM LANGLEY MATH. LIBRARY



















C***t**t,_SUgROUTINE QXZ|IS(IPT,IORDER,S,IL, IR, VAR,N)*_******_****
C
SUBROUTINE QXZIIS(IPT,IO_DER,S,IL,IR,VAR,N)
SUBROUTINE QXZII_ DECIDES TIIE INDICIES OF X,Y,Z ARRAY PASSES
TO ARRAY VAR























C SUBROUTINE QxzI|6 DECIDES THE INDEX OF X,Y,Z
C NEAREST TO XO,YO,ZO
C












































C SUBROUTINE QxzlI_ CALCULATES THE LAGRANGIAN COEFF. FOR
C I-ST OR 2-ND ORDER INTERPOLATION
C


















































C SUBROUTINE SUTPAR INTERPOLATE A RIVARIATE SPLINE UNDER TENSION
C AT A VECTOR OF POINTS, RETURNING THE FUNCTION VALUE, THE TWO FIRST
C PARTIAL DERIVATIVES, AND THE THREE SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
C







































INITIALIZE IERR AND ClIECK ERROR RETURNS
IERR - l
IF (NX .LR. l) GO TO 9000
IF(H.LE.0) GO TO 9000
IF (NY .LE. I) GO TO 9000
IERR = 2
DELX _ (X(NX) - X(I])/(NX - l]
IF (DELX .LE. ZERO} GO TO 9000
DELY = (Y(NY] - y(|]]/(NY - l}
IF (DELY .LE. ZERO] GO TO 9000
IERR = 0
DENORHALIZE TIIE TENSION FACTOR SIGHA FOR X AND Y
IF SIGHA IS LESS THAN 1.E-30, IT IS REDEFINED TO ZERO
(WITH NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT) TO AVOID UNDERFLOW.
ABSIGHA - ABS(SIGHA)
IF (ABSIGHA .LT. I.E-30] ABSIGHA = 0.0
SIGHAX = ABSIGHA / DELX
SIGMAY = ABSIGMA / DELY
BRANCH IF QXZII9 llAS ALREADY BEEN CALLED
IF (IW .EQ. 11 GO TO 30
INDEX = NX*NY 3 T I





l0 IF (IENDSW(4) .NE. 2) GO TO 20
IENDSW(7) - 0
ENDXY(3) = ZERO





IF (IERR .NE. O] GO TO 9000






gEGI_ Loop Eo_ INTeRPoLATION AND DERIVATIVE EVALUATION
DO 90 R'IwH
CALL QXZIIIIXX(_),YY(kl,ZZII,RI,ZZ(2,R),ZZ(3,KI,ZZI5 El,
,_),ZZ(6,K ,NX,NY,X,Y,Z,NZ,WK,SIGMA,IERR}* zz( )
90 CONTINUE
RETURN
9000 IF(IERR .EQ. 1) IERR - -2















SUBROUTIBE QXZ060 DETERHINE COEFFICIENTS C1 ,
USED TO DETERHINE ENDPOINT SLOPES. GIVEN TIIE
POINTS (XI,YI) , (X2,Y2) , AND (X3,Y3) ,
TIIE ENDPOINT SLOPE IS CI*YI + C2'Y2 + C3'¥3 *































TEST WIIETNER N - 2
IF (N ._Q. 2) Go TO 20
IF (AbS(SIGHA*DEL2) .GT. 740.0)
INITIALiZ_ THE VARIABLE DEL
DEL _ DEL2 - DELl
TEST WIIETIIER SIGHA _ ZERO
ik (SIGHA .NE. ZERO) GO TO 10









SIN - TWO * SINII(SIGHA*(DEL2+DELI)/TWO) _ SINH(SIGHA*DEL/TWO}
DENOH = ONE / (COSHHI*DEL - DELl*SIN)
C1 - SIN * DENOH
C2 _ -COSHH2 * DENOH
C3 _ COSRHI * DENOH
GOTO 9000
C
C TO AVOID OVerfLOW iF StGHAtDEL_ tg TOO LARGE
C






























SUBROUTINE QXZ06I COHPUTE THE DIAGONAL AND SUPERDIAGONAL TERNS
OF THE TRIDIAGONAL LINEAR SYSTEM ASSOCIATED









TEST WHETHER SIGHA IS ZERO
zV {sIGHA .HE. zero} co TO lo




THIS CODE I_ FOR A SPLINE UNDER NON-ZERO TENSION


























































































IF (ISW .GE. Ol GO TO 5
SIHIIH APPROXIHATION
zr (^x .GT. 3.9} do TO 2
XS = AX*AX
IF (AX .GT. 2.2) GO TO I


















| SIHSH i R_*(((((S_25*XStSP24}*xs_sP23)*XS$SP22)*XS+SP21)
• ;X_TI _ )/((SQ22*XS+SQ2|)*XSTSQ20)
R_TURH
2 IF (AX .CT. _.1) GO TO 3





3 IF (^X .GT. 6.1) GO TO 4





SIHHH APPROXIHATION ABOVE 6.1
4 _xPx - _xP(AX)
SIHHH = (ExPx-I./BXPX)/(AX+AX)-I.
RETURN
CostlH AND (POSSIBLY) SINIIH APPflOXINATION
s IP (xsW .GE. 2) Go TO 7




IF (ISW .EQ. O) SINHH _ XS*((((SP14*XS+SPI3)*XS+SPI2)
,XS+SPII)*XSiI.)/((SQI2*XS+SQII)*xs+sQIo)
"RETURN
6 EXPX = _XP(AX)
CosHH - (EXPX+I./EXPX)/2.-I.
zF (ISW .EQ. O) SIN.N - (ExPX-I./EXPX)/(^X+^X)-I.
RETURN
C
COSItNH AND (POSSIBLY) SINltH APPROXIHATIOR
7 XS = AX*AX
IF tAX .GT. 2.2) GO TO 8
COSIlH = XS*((((ZP4*XS+ZP3)*XS+ZP2)*XS+ZPI)*XS+I.)/
• ((ZQ2*XS+_QII*XS+ZQ0)
IF (ISW .EQ. 3) SINHH XS*((((SPI4*XS+SPI3)*XS+SPI2)
*XS+SPII)*xs_I.)/((SQI2*XS+SQII)*xs+sQIo)
"RETURN
g EXPX = ExP(AX)
COSRH = ((EXPX+I./EXPX-XS)/2.-I.)/XS





INTEGER FUNCTION Qxz063 (T,X,N)
FUNCTION QXZ063 DETERHINES THE INDEX OF THE INT
(DETERHINED) BY A GIVEN INCREASING SEQUENCE)
















CIIECK FOR ILLEGAL I
I¢ (I .GE. NII = N/2
CIIECK OLD LNTERVAL AND EXTREHES
I_" (TT .LT. X(I}) THEN








ELSE IF (TT .LE. X{I+l)} THEN
_XZ063 - I
RETURN









1 I _ (IL+III}/2
IF {TT .LT. X(I}) THEN
IH ffi I














C Tills SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE FUNCTION VALUE, THE TWO
C FIRST PARTIAL DERIVATIVES, AND THE THREE SECOND PARTIAL
C DERIVATIVES OF A TENSOR PRODUCT SPLINE UNDER TENSION IN
C TWO VARIABLES. THE SUBROUTINE QXZII9 SHOULD BE CALLED


































DENORHALIZE TENSION FACTOR IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS
^gstcHA * A_9(gt_MA)













SET ERROR CODE TO PREVENT OVERFLOW DUE TO EXCESSIVE EXTRAPOLATION.
ZERR - 4
IF (SIGHAX*ABS(DEL[) .GT. 650.0 .OR. SIGHAX*ABS(DEL2) .GT. 650.0)








IF (SICHAX .NE. 0.) co TO I
OBTAIN COEFFICIENTS FOR CUBIC SPLINE
CON _ -DELI*DEL2/(6.*DELS)
cc(_) - {DEL2*DELSl*CON






OBTAIN COEFFICIENTS FOR SPLINE UNDER TENSION












































SET ERROR CODE TO PREVENT OVERFLOW DUE TO EXCESSIVE EXTRAPOLATION.
ZERR - 4
IF (SIGHAY_ABS(DELI) .CT. 650.0 .OR. SIGHAY_ABS(DEL2) .GT. 650.0)








IF (SICMAv .NE. 0.) CO TO 3












3 SIGDEL - SIGHAY*DELS
CALL QXZO62(SINHHI,COSIIHI,SIGHAY*DELI , 0)
CALL QXZ062(SINHH2,COSHH2,SIGNA¥*DEL2 , 0)
,SIGDEL - )CALL QXZO62(SINHHS,DUHHY , I
SINHS = 1.¢SINHHS
CON = 1./(SIGHAY*SIGDEL*SINHS)




CC(IO) = (DELI6(I.¢SINHHI))/(DELS SINHS)
INTERPOLATE IN Y DIRECTION
4 CALL QXZII2 (CC,ZJ,YYJ,ZZ,ZY,ZYY)




















C SUBROUTINE QXZll9 COHPUTE PARAHETERS NECESSARY TO BE ABLE TO
C INTERPOLATE POINTS ON A BIVARIATE SPLINE
C FUNCTION UNDER TENSION PASSING THROUGH A



















REAL DELX,DELY,SIGMAX,SIGHAY,TENP(*),X(H),Y(N},Z(IZ,N) M,N 3










HM1 - H - 1
NPI = H # 1
NHI _ N - 1
NPI _ N • I
NPH _ N • H
IERR _ 2
OBTAIN Y-PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ALONG y _ y(1)
DELYI = DELY
IF (IOPTY .EQ. 0) DELYI = Y{2) - y(l)
IF (DELYI .LB. ZERO) GO TO 9000
IF (SIGMAY_DELYI .LE. 650.0) GO TO 5
IERR = 3
GO TO 9000
5 IF (ISLPSW(_) .E_. 2) GO TO t00
IF (ISLPSW(3) .EQ. 1) GO TO 20


















DO I0 I - _,_y| I
zP{t,l,i} ( )
|0 CONTINUE
IF (ISLPSW{4) .NE. I) GO TO I00
IF (IOPT¥ .EQ. O) GO TO 140
THIS CODE iS FoR A COMPUTER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION
20 DELY2 " DELY| T DELY|
IF (IOPTY .EQ. 0 .AND. N .GT. 2) DELY2 = Y(3} - Y(|)
IF (DELY2 .LE. DELYI} GO TO 9000
CALL QXZOGO(DELYI,DELY2,SIGHAY,C|,C2,C3,N}
bRANCH SINCE oNLY Tile cI's ARE NEEDED
IF {ISLPSW(3) .RQ. 0) GO TO 130
DO 30 I _ I,H
ZP{I,I,I) - cl*Z{l,l) ¢ C2.Z{1,2)
30 CONTINUE
2) Go TO 1oo
DO
ZP(I,I,I} - ZP(I,I,I) ¢ C3,Z(1,3}
40 CONTINUE
OBTAIN y-PARTIAL DERIVATIVES ALONG Y _ Y{N)
100 IF {IsLPsW{_) .EQ. 2) GO TO 200
IF {ISLPSW{ ) .EO. l) GO TO 120
TlllS CODE iS FOR A USER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION




TIIIS CODE IS FOR A CONPUTER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION
120 IF (IOPTY .EQ. 0} GO TO 140
THIS CODE IS _OR TIIE y-EQUALLY-SPACED CASE
130 cl _ -el
C2 = -C2
IF (N .GT. 2) C3 - -C3
GO TO 150
TIIIS CODE IS FOR TIIE NON-Y-EQUALLY-SPACED CASE
C
C
140 DELYN = Y(N) - ¥(NHI)
IF (DELYN .LE. ZERO) GO TO 9000
IF {SIGHAY*DELYN .LE. G50.O) GO TO 145
IERR = 3
GO TO 9000
145 DELYNH = DELYN ¢ DELYH
IF {n .GT. 2) DELYNH = ¥{N) - V(N-2)
IF {DELYNH .LE. DELYN) GO TO 9000
CALL QXZO60(-DELYN,-DELYNS,SIGMAY,CI,C2,C3,N)
150 DO 160 I _ 1,8
TEHP(N_I) " CI*Z(I,N) ¢ C2*Z(I,NHI)
160 CONTINUE
IF (N .EQ. 2) GO TO 200
DO 170 I " I,H
NPI _ N ¢ I
TEHP(NPI) " TEHP(NPI) ¢ C3*Z{l,N-2)
170 CONTINUE



























200 DELXi = D_LX
IF (IOPTX ._Q. 0) DELXI - X(2) - X(l)
IF (DELXI .LE. ZERO} GO TO 9000
IF (SIGHAXtDELXI .LE. 650.0) GO TO 205
IERR = 3
GO TO 9000
2os IF (ISLPS. I) 2} GO TO 400
IF (ISLPSW( I } .EQ. 1 } GO TO 220
TIIIS CODE IS FOR A USER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION
DO 2i0 J _ I,N
ZP(I,J,2) = ZX|(J)
210 CONTINUE
IF (ISLPSW(5} ._Q. I) GO TO 220
IF (ISLPSW(7} .EQ. I} GO TO 220
IF {IOPTX .EQ. O) GO TO 310
IF (ISLPSW(2) .EQ. I} GO TO 220
IF (ISLPSW(6} .EQ. 1) GO TO 220
IF (ISLPSW(8} .EQ. O} GO TO 310
TIIIS CODE IS FOR A COHPUTER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION
220 DELX2 - DELX| + DELX!
IF (IOPTX .EQ. 0 .AND. H .GT. 2} DELX2 = X(3} - X(I}
IF (DELX2 .LE. DELXI) GO TO 9000
CALL QXZO60(DELX|,DELX2,SIGHAX,CI,C2,C3,H)
BRANCH SINCE ONLY THE CI'S ARE NEEDED
IF (ISLPSW([} .EQ. O} GO TO 300
DO 230 J = lwN
ZP(I,J,2) = Cl*Z(l,J} * C2*Z(2,J)
230 CONTINUE
IF {H .EQ. 2} GO TO 300
DO 240 J " I,N
ZP(I,J,2) = ZP(I,J,2} + C3*Z(3,J)
240 CONTINUE
OBTAIN X-Y-PARTIAL DERIVATIVE AT (X(I),Y{I)}
300 IF (ISLPSW(5} .EQ. I} GO TO 320
TIIIS CODE IS FOR A USER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
310 ZP(I,i,3} = ZXYII
GO TO 330
TllIS CODE IS FOR A CONPUTER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
320 ZP(I,I,3} = CI*ZP(|,I,|} * C2*ZP(2,I,I)
IF (H .GT. 2} ZP(I,1,3} _ ZP(I,I,3} + C3*ZP(3,1,1}
OBTAIN X-Y-PARTIAL DERIVATIVE AT (X(I},Y(N)}
330 IF (ISLPSW(7} .EQ. I} GO TO 340
THIS CODE IS FOR A USER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
ZXYINS = ZXYIN
GO TO 500
THIS CODE IS FOR A COHPUTER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
340 ZXYINS = CI*TEHP(N#I} + C2*TEMP(N_2)




















TIltS coDE 1S tO_ A NATURAL _.OG_ ALONG R - X{l)





OBTAIN X-PARTIAL DERIVATIVE ALONG X = X(H)
500 IF (ISLPSW(2) .EQ. _) GO TO 700IF (ISLPSW(2) .EQ. ) GO TO 520
THIS cove i9 FoR A USER-DEfINED EDGE CONDITION
DO 5i0 J _ i,N
TEHP(NPH*J} _ ZXH{J)
510 CONTINUE
IF (ISLPSW{6) .EQ. |) GO TO 520
ir (ISLPSW(8) .EQ. o) Go TO 610
THIS CODE IS FOR A COHPUTER-DEFINED EDGE CONDITION
520 IF (tOPTX ._Q. O) GO TO 530
THiS CODE 19 fOR TIIE X-EQUALLY-SPACED CASE
ci - -el
C2 - -C2
IF (M .GT. 2) C3 - -C3
GO TO 540




530 UELXH - X{N) - X(HHi)
IF (DELXH .LE. ZERO) GO TO 9000
IF (SIGMAX*DELXH .LE. 650.0) GO TO 535
IERR ffi 3
GO TO 9000
s35 DELXMH - DELXH + DELXM
IF (H .GT. 2) bELXHH _ X(H) - x(H-2)
IF (DELXHH .LE. DELXH) GO TO 9000
CALL QXZO60{_DELXM,-DELXMH,SIGHAX,CI,C2,C3,M)
C
C BRANCH SINCE ONLY TIIE CI'S ARE NEEDED
C
540 IF (ISLPSW(2) .EQ. O) GO TO _00
DO 550 J ffi I,N
TEMP(NPM*J) ffiCItZ(M,J) + C2*Z(MMI,J)
550 CONTINUE
IF (H .EQ. 2) GO TO 600
DO 560 J _ I,N
NPMPJ _ _PM + J
TEHP(NPHPJ) - TEHP(NPHPJ) + C3*Z(N-2,J)
560 CONTINUE
C
C OBTAIN X-Y-PARTIAL DERIVATIVE AT (X(H),Y(|))
C
600 IF (ISLPSW(6) .EQ. l) GO TO 620
THIS CODE IS FOR A USER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION





















Tfltg COD8 tS _Ofl _ coMPUTEfl-D_?t_ED CO_RR CONDITION
620 ZP(fl,l,3) - cl,ZP(fl, l,l} # C2*ZP(HHI,I,I)
IF (H .GT. 2) ZP(H,I,3) " ZP(H,I,3) + C3*ZP(M-2,I,I)
OBTAIN X-y-PARTtAL DERIVATIVE _T (X(H),Y(N))
630 IP (ISLPSW(8} .EQ- l) GO TO 640
THIS CODE IS FOR A USER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
ZXYHNS - ZXYMN
GO TO 800
THIS CODE IS FOR A COMPUTER-DEFINED CORNER CONDITION
640 ZXYMNS - CI*TEMP(NPM} T C2,TEMP{NPH-I)
IF (H .GT. 2) ZXYMNS _ ZXYHNS # C3*TEHP(NPM-2)
GO TO 800
TIIIS CODE IS ?OR h NATURAL EDGE ALONG X - X(M)





SET UP RIGHT HAND SIDES AND TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM FOR Y-GRID
PERFORM FORWARD ELIMINATION ON THE FIRST COLUMN
800 DELl - DELYI
DELl = ONE/DELl
DO 810 I - l,M




IF (ISLPSW{3) .EQ. 2) GO TO 830
C
C TIIIS CODE IS FO_ A NON-NATURAL EDGE ALONG Y = Y(l)
C
ZP(I,I,3) - DIAGI*{ZP(I,2,3) - zP{l,l,3)}
ZP(M,I,3) " DIAGI*(ZP(M,2,3} - ZP(M,I,3))
TEHP(1) = DIAGI*SDIAGI
DO 820 I _ l,H




C Tills CODE IS FOR A NATURAL EDGE ALONG Y _ Y(l)
C






850 IF iN .EQ. 2) GO TO 1000

















THIS IS TI{B FORWARD ELIMIHATION LOOP
LET THE WILD RUMPUS BEGIN
DO 930 3 ffi 2,NH1
JH1 - J - 1
oPl - J * 1
NPHPJ - NPH * J
IF (IOPT¥ .HE. O) GO TO 900
TIIIS CODE IS FOR THE NON-Y-EQUALLY-SPACED CASE
DEL2 = Y(JPI) - Y(J)
IF {DEL2 .LE. ZERO) GO TO 9000
IF {SICMAY*DEL2 .LE. 650.0) CO TO 890
IEER _ 3
GO TO 9000
890 DELI _ ONE/DEL2
CALL QXZO6|(DIAG2,SDIAG2,SIGMAY,DEL2)
CONTINUE TIIE FORWARD ELIMINATION LOOP
900 DO 910 I _ 1,H
ZP{I,JPI,I} - DELI*(Z(I,JPI} - Z{I,J}}
910 CONTINUE
ZP(I,JPI,3) - DELI*(ZP(I,JPI,2} - ZP(I,J,2))
ZP(H,JPI,3) - DELI*(TEMP(NPMPJ+I) - TEMP(NPMPJ}}
DIAGIN " ONE/(DIAGI + DIAG2 - SDIAGI*TEMP(JM|))
DO 920 I " l,M
ZP(I,J,I) - DIAGIN*(ZP(I,JPI,I) - ZP(I,J,I) -
, SDIAGI*ZP(I,JMI,I))
920 CONTINUE
ZP(I,J,3| - DIAGINt(ZP(I,JPI,3} - ZP(I,J,3| -
• SDIAGI*ZP(I,JHI,3))







C END OF THE FORWARD ELIMINATION LOOP
C NoW PERFORM FORWARD ELIMINATION ON THE LAST COLUMN
C
I000 IF {ISLPSW{4} .EQ. 2} GO TO 1020
C
C TIIIS CODE IS FOR A NON-NATURAL EDGE ALONG Y - ¥(N}
C
DIAGIN _ ONE/(DIAGI - SDIAGI*TEMP(NMI}}
ZP(I,N,3) - DIAGIN*(ZXYINS - ZP(I,N,3) -
• SDIAGI*ZP(I,NHI,3}}
TENP(N} = DIAGIN*(ZXYMNS - ZP(H,N,3] -
, SDIAGI*ZP(M,NHI,3}}
DO 1010 I = I,H





C THIS CODE IS FOR _ NATURAL EDGE ALONG ¥ = Y(N}
C














1100 DO 1120 J = 2,N
JBAK = NPI - J
JBAKP1 = JBAK + I
T = TEMP{JBAK}
DO 1110 I = l,M
Zp(I,JBAK,I} " Zp{I,JBAK,I} - T,ZP{I,JBAKPI,I}
III0 CONTINUE
Zp(I,JBAK,3} = ZP{I,JBAK,3} - T_ZP(I,JBAKPI,3}
TEHP(JBAK} = ZP(M,JBAK,3} - TtTEHP(JBAKPI}
I120 CONTINUE
SET UP RIGIIT IIAND SIDES AND TRIDIAGONAL SYSTEM FOR X-GRID
PERFORM FORWARD ELIMINATION ON THE FIRST COLUMN
RECALL THAT SOME TERMS ARE ALREADY ZERO FOR A NATURAL EDGE
DELl = DELXI
DELI - ONE/DELl
DO 1200 J = I,N
ZP(2,J,2} = DELI'{Z{2,J} - Z{l_} I
ZP(2,J,3} = DELI*(ZP(2,J,I) - ( ,J,l}}
1200 CONTINUE
CALL Q_Z061 [DIAGI,SDIAGI,SIGMAX,DELI)ONE/DIAGt
IF tISLPSWtIt,_EQ" 2} GO TO 1220DO 1210 J -
ZP(I,J,2) _ DIAGI_(ZP(2,J,2} - ZP(I,J,2})
gP(1,J,3} = DIAGI*(ZP(2,J,3) - ZP(I,J,3)}
1210 CONTINUE
1220 W 1 MPtNPI) = ZERO
IF (M .EQ. 2) GO TO 1400
C






C THIS IS THE FORWARD ELIMINATION LOOP
C
DO 1330 I = 2,HM1
IMl = I - I
IPI = I + 1
NPI _ N ¢ I
IF (IOPTX .NE. O} GO TO 1300
C
C Tills CODE IS POE TIIE NON-X-EQUALLY-SPACED CASE
C
DEL2 = X(IPI} - XtI}
IF {PEL2 .LE. ZERO} GO TO 9000
IF (SIGHAX*DEL2 .LE. 650.0) GO TO 1290
IERR = 3
GO TO 9000
1290 DELI = ONE/DEL2
CALL QXZO61(DIAG2,SDIAG2,SIGMAK,DEL2}
C
C CONTINUE THE FORWARD ELIMINATION LOOP
C
1300 DO 1310 J - 1,N
ZP(IPIrJ,2} = DELI*iZiIPI,J} - Z{I,J}}
ZP(IPI,J,3) " DELI*(ZP(IPI,J,I) - ZP(I,J,I))
1310 CONTINUE
DIAGIN - ONE/(DIAGI _ bIAG2
DO 1320 J : DIAGI_*{ZP{IPI,J,2) - Zp(I,J,2) -
,ZP(I,J,2) SDIAGI*ZP(IMI,J,2))








C END OF THE FORWARD ELIHINATION LOOP
C NOW PERFORM FORWARD ELIMINATION ON THE LAST COLUMN
C1400 IF {ISLPSW{2) .EQ. 2) GO TO 1420
c x{M
C TIIIS CODE IS FOR A NON-NATURAL EDGE ALONG X - )
C DIAGIN _ ONE/{DIAGI - SDIAG|tTEHP(NPH - 1))
DO 1410 J = I,N
ZP(H,J,2) = DIAGIN*(TEMP(NPN¢J) - ZP(M,J,2) -
, SDIAGI*ZP(MMI,J,2))





C THIS CODE IS FOR A NATURAL EDGE ALONG X =
C





C PERFORM BACK SUBSTITUTION
C
1500 DO 1520 I = 2,M
IBAK = MPl - I
IBAKPI _ IBAK _ I
T ffi TEMP(N+IBAK|
DO 1510 J = I,N
ZP{IBAK,J,2) - ZP(IBAK,J,2} - T,ZP{IBAKPI,J,2)








C T111S CODE IS FOR A NATURAL EDGE ALONG X = X(M}
C





C PERFORH BACK SUBSTITUTION
C
1500 DO 1520 I = 2,M
IBAK = MPI - I
IBAKPI = IBAK + 1
T _ TEMP(N+IBAK)
DO 1510 J " I,N
_ SDIAGI*TEMP{NPI - I))
